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EcoVisio in Action - June 2020

How to deal with waste during the pandemic?
Protective masks and gloves have become a part of our everyday life. Disposable

ones, however, have also become a part of our everyday waste, posing significant

health risks and polluting the environment.

Together with EcoContact, we have prepared some tips on how to properly manage

waste during this period, for your safety and for those around you and not least of

all, for nature. You can find our poster in supermarkets and in other locations

throughout Chișinău, as well as online



Read more on our
website

What We've Been Up To

Green fertilizers
Soil can become much more fertile,

hydrated and safe from weeds with the help

of green fertilizers. Find out which plants

can serve this purpose and how, from our

new InfOrganic video here

ActivePeace started online!
18 youth from various regions of the

country have been selected for a new

edition of our ActivePeace program, where

they will learn methods and approaches for

dealing with conflicts. The first seminars

already took place online, more info here

About the environment on
Environment Day
'The waste you throw out comes back to

you' - this statement belongs to our

colleagues Margareta and Gabriela, part of

an interview with the national newspaper

Ziarul de Gardă for World Environment Day

(June 5). Read it here

#FărăDeșeuri on social media
EcoVisio's Waste Management Department

is growing and working everyday towards a

#WasteFree Moldova. If you too are

interested in a zero waste lifestyle, find us

on Facebook and Instagram



Energy boost from EcoVisio
Looking for new activities to do with your

kids or your friends during quarantine? Our

group of facilitators have prepared a video

with 30 energizer games, very useful for

seminars, but also for some good family

fun. Discover them all here

Cartoful Rîșcovean new varities
The farmers from our project Cartoful

Rîșcovean have a new batch of delicious,

creamy potatoes, grown as usual without

the use of any chemical fertilizers or

pesticides. Place your order here



Read more on our
website

Coming Up Next

Ciuluc - water that unites us
A virtual exhibition was born out of the

themed student competition organized

within our ActiveCiuluc program. The

winners will be announced soon, until then

you can admire the most beautiful works

dedicated to Ciuluc river here

About aromatic plants, live
Growing herbs can turn into a very beautiful

passion. Our colleagues from AgroVisio

invite you to a livestream with the manager

of EcoVazon, who will walk us through

growing spices in pots and how chilly

peppers became his ticket to fame



Our Friends' Initiatives

Goodie bags from
Rîșcova
If you want to support small

local producers and enjoy

some natural products of

this season, you can place a

weekly order for goodies

grown in Rîșcova village.

Order yours here

Non-formal youth
education
Are you 14 to 18 years old?

Join a non-formal education

course that will help you

develop your professional

profile and career goals!

Sign up until 6 July here

Slow fashion clothing
made in Chișinău
Veronica Ternavschi, young

designer and activEco

alumna, talks about 'slow

fashion' and being trendy &

eco-friendly, in an interview

you can read here

Humans of EcoVisio
Vitalie discovered his passion for agriculture at the age of

28, and has been cultivating it both personally and

professionally ever since. Since February, Vitalie's expertise

has been a great contribution to our Agrifood Department,

whether it's helping with infographics and live streams, or

the creation of an interactive atlas on organic agriculture
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